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Buy from another retailer: Mostly, I used him to hold down the bow of my canoe, instead of the bags of lead
shot I usually employed for that purpose. He was smarter than the lead shot but not so much you would notice.
The boy was about sixteen that year, the year I used him for lead shot. Whenever he ran out of money, which
was often, he would come over to my cabin on the river and work for me. Mostly, I would have him dig holes
in the ground. When you own a cabin on a river, you always have need for lots of holes in the ground. I prefer
to err on the side of not enough, because it is wrong to spoil youngsters by paying them too much. Whenever
he complained about the pay, I would tell him about my first job. I was fourteen and worked for a farmer all
one summer digging holes in the ground. The farmer was so cruel and sadistic that he had probably once been
a commandant in charge of a slave labor camp. But I was the only one who suspected his previous
employment. Everyone else thought he was a fair and decent and good-hearted man. About once a week I
would get mad and resign my position. Then the farmer would come and tell my mother what a fine worker I
was and that he wanted me back to dig more holes. He told her that my work habits had improved greatly
under his supervision, and now my pace was such that he could often detect movement with the naked eye. So
Mom would make me go back to digging holes. The farmer gave me a bonus to make up the difference!
Furthermore, I became the only person he would let hunt deer on his property, because I had been such a good
and loyal worker and also because there were no deer there. Sometimes, when the fishing was good, I would
go out in the canoe almost every morning. I would get up very early and rush down to the river still buttoning
my shirt, but the boy would be there already, waiting. We would paddle off to fish the channels that flowed
between the islands where the river merged with the lake. As we paddled along we would exchange our
theories about the purpose of human life. My theory was that the purpose of life was to perfect ourselves
through learning and discipline in order to fulfill our cosmic responsibilities as part of the self-consciousness
of the universe. He thought the purpose of human life was for him to buy a car. At the beginning of summer,
the boy knew nothing about fishing, but by July he knew everything and had begun to advise me. And switch
to a black gnat. He enjoyed teasing me, because now he almost always caught more fish than I did. I would
chuckle good-naturedly, swack the water just so with the paddle, and soak him to the skin. The boy had a
talent for getting on my nerves. I could remember how peaceful it had once been, when I was a solitary
paddler, slipping quietly along the channels between the islands, doing everything just right, becoming one
with nature and the mosquitoes and deerflies. Or the following week. It was a relief. I was glad to be rid of
him. Having nothing else to do, I asked around about him the next time I was in town. Most folks had no idea
who he was, but the lady who runs the grocery said she thought he lived out on such-and-such road. Still
having nothing else to do, I drove out the road and found an ancient mobile home approaching terminal
depreciation, under some scraggly pines. No one was home. A man stood watching me over a nearby fence. A
boy works a whole lot better than bags of lead shot for holding down the bow of a canoe, no question about it.
About a week later, another boy showed up at my cabin, apparently having heard I was short a boy. He was a
redheaded kid with glasses that kept slipping down his freckled nose. He managed to stifle any hint of elation.
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In this book, the outdoorsman extraordinaire is doing what he does best--telling fish stories, getting into
scrapes with buddies, occasionally waxing philosophical, but grousing just as often. Sometimes he even
ventures out of the wilderness and into mainstream humor. McManus is easily the equal of Dave Barry or any
other contemporary humorist, for that matter: When I think of all the times a Stupidity Alarm could have
saved me from committing a Stupidity Please, please, please, please! The cowboy who sold me the horse said
it loved children. But as I belatedly discovered, it hated adults. He covers well-worn territory, sure. And when
he tells stories about his boyhood, a note of wistfulness and pathos creeps in that is definitely agreeable.
Product Description Patrick McManus offers wry observations about small-town life and curmudgeonly insists
on bigger and bigger fish stories in this hilarious collection from one of the greatest contemporary humorists.
Customer Book Reviews P. I do not even have a favorite. They are all my favorite! When I get very down and
think that life is nothing more than a big hassel, I go and reread one of the books by Mr. It always puts a new
prespective on life and I feel a hell of alot better. McManus will change that, I look forward to each
publication. Gibson on Aug 16, If you are looking for a cure of the everyday problems of society, then this is
the cure you seek! All McManus books are a 5. They are all alike! By Ty on Jul 07, I rareley laugh out loud
when I read. While reading this I laughed so hard I teared, snorted, screamed and possibly had a brief out of
body experience. Every time I read a new book or reread an old one I just thought it got funnier and funnier.
The more you understand how he writes the funnier it gets. This book talks about the terrible crime wave
which left a whole town with Even if you have never killed a poor defenseless Avid! If you like trouble, then
buy this book! We need George Irving By J. I purchased this latest book on audio cassette. I always thought
that Idaho was north and west of the Mason Dixon line. This tape is a bust. I never fully realized what a talent
George Irving has for bringing these stories to life. Amazingly funny - a true Pacific Northwest Inland Empire
treasure! By Chris Gregory on Nov 14, Reading and rereading this hilarious collection of hunting, fishing,
camping, and small town adventures - well, it just makes me feel at home and happy. With his cast of
characters - true "characters" everyone; McManus creates a series of delightfully hilarious vignettes! Crazy
Eddie Muldoon, Mr. Peabody, Miss Deets, Henry P. Swisher; Pat weaves his stories and allows each character
to come alive in a subtle, matter-of-fact, but uproariously humorous manner. I feel connected to this book. He
was apparently interested in my grouse hunting stories, my bird dogs, and my hunting locale near Republic,
WA. A couple of years later He makes all of us feel as if we are part of the story! Taylor on Jul 18, As a long
time reader of Mr. McManus, you are a delight!! Makes him all that much more terrific when backgrounded
by the snap of a campfire. Perhaps may not be his very funniest book Another great one from McManus By D.
Turner on Mar 12, Patrick McManus is an amazing writer who will lighten your spirit and make you laugh out
loud. Very easy reading chapters short stories that most can relate to and identify with. Once you read him you
will be glad you did, and just want to read more and share with others. On a recent camping trip I read a story
each night around the camp fire and it was a very enjoyable time for all. It will make you laugh I guarantee
We are about the same age. From the first time I read one of his stories in Field and Stream I was hooked. This
book has some new stories, some reruns, and a few new ones that left me laughing on the floor. I wish they
would edit more carefully. There were many pagination errors, spelling errors, etc. His writing in graphic but
very, very, very funny!!! You can almost picture the antics he writes about. Good clean humorous writing.
Super fun to read over and over By Leona Vanleeuwen on Aug 07, Even as a female, I have been around
similar people he writes about and some of the camping experiences are familiar. His writing style makes you
think along one line and he surprises you with a twist of meaning or application--I love it. I really like that any
bad language his characters use is not written out but uses dashes etc. I have most of his books. By Lady Lee
on Oct 30, Reading Patrick McManus is like spending an evening with an old friend,,,you know the one, the
best friend and cohort in all deeds woth doing, who always makes perfect rational sense to you but is
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questioned by the spouse and can use a neighborhood kid as weight in the bow of the light craft. Always funny
as in laugh out loud By C. That is not the place for laughing until you cry, but that is what often happens.
Required reading for outdoors fans By N7kh on Apr 04, Patrick McManus should be required reading for all
outdoors people. The best antidote for depression! And cheaper than a pill. By Abc on Sep 21, Absolutely
broke my funny bone when I laughed nonstop. With each predicament he gets into I ask myself Add a Book
Review Book Summary: McManus , Patrick F Mcmanus. This particular edition is in a Paperback format. To
buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
3: Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing (ebook) by Patrick F. McManus |
Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing By Patrick F. McManus Patrick McManus offers wry observations about small-town
life and curmudgeonly insists on bigger and bigger fish stories in this hilarious collection from one of the greatest
contemporary humorists.

4: Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing by Patrick F. McManus
Â¿Into The Twilight Endlessly GrousingÂ¿ was a great and funny book. It was written by one of my favorite modern
authors. McManus is one of America's best writers, in my opinion at least.

5: INTO THE TWILIGHT, ENDLESSLY GROUSING by Patrick F. McManus | Kirkus Reviews
Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing is a hilarious collection from one of the greatest contemporary humorists: Dave
Barry or Garrison Keillor with a twist of Mark Twain. In these adventures, McManus offers wry observations about
small-town life and curmudgeonly insists on bigger and bigger fish stories.

6: Into the twilight, endlessly grousing | Arlington Public Library
Buy a cheap copy of Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing book by Patrick F. McManus. Outdoor Life magazine
columnist Patrick McManus has been compared to Mark Twain. Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing demonstrates that
he isn't, but McManus will.

7: Into the twilight, endlessly grousing / | Arlington Public
Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing by Patrick F. McManus A copy that has been read, but remains in clean condition.
All pages are intact, and the cover is intact.

8: Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing by Patrick F. McManus ()
Few have extracted more humor from the out-of-doors than McManus (The Night the Bear Ate Goombaw), who here
presents his 13th collection of columns, most of them reprinted from Outdoor Life. His humor.

9: Into the Twilight, Endlessly Grousing Download free book - Video Dailymotion
Like Twain -- or more contemporary humorists Dave Barry and Garrison Keillor -- Patrick McManus shares the belief
that life's eternal verities exist primarily to be overturned.
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